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OUTPUT CURRENT LIMITS
Continuous brush output current of STACO Variable
Transformers, at normal ambient temperatures, must be limit-
ed to the rated amperes. The constant current rating may be
drawn at any brush position except in voltage doubler circuits.
For satisfactory life, the brush output current of STACO
Variable transformers operated in hot enclosures, or other
locations of high ambient temperature, must be limited as
shown in Fig. A. Close exposure to radiant heat should be
avoided or loading should be reduced accordingly.

For voltage doubler connections (at output voltages above
125 percent of the input voltage) the continuous brush output
current must be progressively limited (as shown in Fig. B)
down to 44 percent of rated amperes at maximum output volt-
age. Protection of this type of usage may be approximated
with a dual-element lag fuse in the lead to the the input termi-
nal and with either a quick or slow blow fuse in the brush out-
put lead.

SHORT-TIME CURRENT OVERLOAD
Although STACO Variable Transformers are small and light
weight for the large power ratings which they handle, brush
currents up to 10 times normal may be drawn for a brief time.
The maximum on time curve of Fig. C shows the duration of
surge on transient currents which may be absorbed by a cold
unit on motor starting or similar service. Protection for this
level of service may be approximated by hydraulic-magnetic
circuit breakers with trip coil in the brush output lead. If the
unit is hot from previous loading, such as repetitive overloads,
it must also be allowed sufficient off time as indicated on the
minimum off time curve of Fig. C to prevent excessive tem-
peratures. If the time on is less than allowed by the “on”
curve, the minimum time off may be reduced in accordance
with the following equation:
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Protection for this level of service may be approximated by a
dual-element lag fuse in the brush output lead.

MOTOR-DRIVEN VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS
Motor-driven models permit remote control of large amounts
of power. A STACO motor-driven Variable Transformer can be
installed in any out-of-the-way space and the control station
placed where desired. Extreme flexibility in system design is
possible because the control location does not have to
accommodate the variable transformer assembly. Motor-dri-
ven units have the same electrical ratings as their corre-
sponding manually-operated types.

The motor drive is a compact integral unit mounted on top of
the assembly. On cased models, the motor-drive assembly is
enclosed and is provided with knock-outs for cable or conduit
connections. The permanent magnet synchronous motor
operates on 120 volt, 50/60 Hertz single phase lines.
Because synchronous motors are frequency sensitive, they
operate slightly slower at 50 Hertz.Figure B. Max Output Current — Dual Voltage

Figure C. Max On Time and Min Off Time for Various
Overload Current Conditions

Figure A. Max output current for high temperature


